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5. our service is only to verify that you are
able to use a license, which requires no

ongoing fees or costs for our service. if you
use the product purchased, it is the

responsibility of the seller to maintain the
license. we do not guarantee the license will

be maintained. 1. when you purchase a bundle
to create and edit a video for a set, set

season, or season of the video, and the set
include 50+ videos, then the video will be set
up for upload to the cloud and published on
youtube. once you have uploaded the video,
we do not have any rights to change, edit, or

remove it. you are solely responsible for
editing it, or if you need help with editing, for

any problems that arise from uploading,
publishing, or the editing process. 3. if you
create content with the product purchased
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that you wish to sell, then the product will be
set to free for a 10 day trial. after the 10 day

trial is over, the product will be set to free
forever, and the license will be lost if you do
not have the licensing agreement. if you set

the product to free, you cannot be charged for
the product. 4. if you create content with the
product purchased that you wish to sell, you
will need a web host that supports the united
states and canada, such as godaddy.com or
another service provider mentioned on the
product page. welcome to the movavi video

editor starter bundle travel set family -
seasons and activation. this bundle has two

travel set videos and the activation code. the
main video file is 'movavivideoeditorstarterbu
ndletravelsetfamilys', which is a travel set for
the "season" set. the second video is 'movaviv

ideoeditorstarterbundletravelsetfamilys1',
which is a travel set for the "season1" set. as
soon as the first travel set is downloaded, the

second is downloaded as well. you have to
restart movavi video editor to download the

rest of the bundle. once 'season' is
downloaded, all of its episodes are
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downloaded as well.
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j. zervos, ed. encyclopedia of protein
sequences and structure, academic press, vol.
21, 2005.g. cecchini, m. clore, j. d. denhardt.

protein data bank compendium, vol. 1.
addison-wesley, reading, ma, 2004.the protein
data bank (pdb).the authors, who are all well-
known figures in the field, were selected by a
focus group convened by the bill & melinda

gates foundation. the purpose was to compile
a list of chemical names that should be

avoided in naming new proteins when creating
a new entry in the pdb. their list was published
in 2005 as part of the pdb compendium. pdb
contributors are asked to check the list for

their entries, and to also check for any
mistakes in the selection or interpretation of
the rules.in 2011, dan leigh reviewed the list
and added additional entries to it that he or

others have missed or misinterpreted. the list
is now regularly updated.the pdb compendium
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is accessible online through the website of the
protein data bank in switzerland (pdb-

cs).molecular graphics and protein structures
are rendered by the pymol molecular graphics
system, version 1.5.0, schrodinger, llc.movies

were created by michael mcconnolly at
livescience.com . this is a docking protocol

that can be used to assess the possible ligand
binding sites on a ligand receptor. it works by
superimposing the ligand on the protein and
then minimizing the ligand in such a way that
it binds to the binding sites on the protein and
puts it in the lowest energy configuration. this
can be used to determine ligand binding sites

that are conserved across proteins and to
more quickly identify ligand receptor binders.
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